How to Fold & Play with a Paper Fortune Teller

1. - Start with your artwork facing down
   - Fold the paper in half diagonally corner to corner
   - Then open the paper back up

2. - Fold all four corners into the middle so they are touching

3. - Once you have folded all four corners into the middle
   - Flip your paper over so the flaps are facing down

4. - Once again, fold all four corners into the middle until they touch

5. - Then, fold the square in half horizontally and vertically

6. - Using both hands, place your thumbs and index fingers inside the flaps and
   - Bring the four corners towards each other in the center

7. a. Following your intuition, choose the element or visual you feel most connected to today
   b. Now open and close the mouth of the fortune teller once for every letter of the word / element
      - for example if you choose stone, open and close the mouth five times
   c. Then, intuitively select your second word from the words visible within,
   d. Once again open and close the mouth once for every letter of the word
   e. Now intuitively select your third and final word from the visible words within the fortune teller
   f. Unfold and read the question fortune behind that third word
   g. Finally & most importantly, contemplate what this question, your selected words and your element might
tell you about your future, or a deeper present. maybe even use another sheet of paper to create a piece of art about it using the elements from the table and your fortune

Bonus!!! create your own fortune teller with your own art, words, ideas and questions on the light template
   - you can use all the raised elements on the table to do a rubbing (like a leaf rubbing)